Spatial distributions and profiles of atmospheric polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in two industrial cities in Japan.
The spatial distribution and concentration profiles of 39 vapor and particulate polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been investigated in two Japanese industrial cities (Fuji and Shimizu; a summer and winter season in each). The concentrations of particulate PAHs in winter tended to be higher than those in the summer, but for vapor PAHs, this was not the case. Significant correlations (p < 0.01) were found between most of the PAH concentrations monitored in winter, suggesting the presence of common emission sources. To identify PAH spatial distributions and emission sources in the area, we created contour maps for PAHs monitored; this indicates that the distinctive local distributions correspond to the emission sources. PAH profiles based on benzo[e]pyrene (BeP) concentration, especially for certain relatively heavy molecular weight PAHs, showed differential behaviors among divided areas related to potential regional emission sources such as paper-making plants, power plants, and traffic. We conclude that the origins of atmospheric PAHs in the surveyed areas were dominated by not only traffic but also by stationary emission sources such as paper-making plants and power plants and that local distributions were dependent on the local wind direction.